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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

BACKGROUND 

The Office of Inspector General (OIG) conducted an audit of 

Peace Corps/Botswana (hereafter referred to as “the post”) 

from March 20 through April 14, 2017. About 2,445 

Volunteers have served at the post since it first opened in 

1966. 

Staff:  

U.S. direct hires: 3 

Foreign service nationals: 2 

U.S. personal services contractors: 2 

Full-time personal services contractors: 32 

Spending (approx.):  

Fiscal Year 2017 post budget: $1.7 million 

Average regional overhead: $536,042  

WHAT WE FOUND 

The post’s financial and administrative operations required significant improvement to comply 

with agency policies and applicable federal laws and regulations. Specifically, the post: 

• Lacked adequate controls over imprest operations.

• Did not record, track, timely collect and maintain adequate documentation for bills of

collection.

• Neither submitted nor collected all of value added tax claims for rent.

• Did not properly record its vehicles’ information.

• Had allowed several personal services contractors’ security certifications to expire.

• Lacked sufficient management oversight of purchase and travel cards.

• Had inaccurately calculated allowances of Volunteers who terminated their service

early and failed to consistently collect overpayments of living allowances from such

Volunteers.

RECOMMENDATIONS IN BRIEF 

Our report contains 25 recommendations directed to both the post and headquarters. At the post, 

our report recommends:  

• Strengthening controls over managing imprest funds, bills of collections, security

certifications, and Volunteer payments;

• Ensuring collection of all necessary receipts to claim value added tax refunds;

Figure 1: Map of Botswana
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• Ensuring the accurate recording of vehicle data; and

• Ensuring proper management oversight of grants, vouchers and credit cards.

In addition, we recommend that the chief financial officer/global accounts payable lead training 

for all administrative staff involved in voucher processing to identify questionable and prohibited 

expenses, per policy. 
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BACKGROUND 

OIG conducted the audit of the post from March 20 through April 14, 2017. We previously 

performed an audit in 2008 and issued our report IG-08-016-A.  

The first group of Peace Corps Volunteers arrived in the Republic of Botswana in 1966. The 

Peace Corps made a decision to withdraw from the country in 1997 in light of Botswana’s 

economic successes. In 2000, the idea to return to Botswana was brought about by the severity of 

the HIV/AIDS epidemic and the potential of the epidemic to reverse the development gains.  

Approximately 2,445 Volunteers have served in Botswana since the post was first established. At 

the time of our audit, 144 Volunteers were working in the sectors of health and community youth 

development. The post had 3 U.S. direct hires (USDHs), 2 foreign service nationals (FSNs), 2 

U.S. personal services contractors (PSCs), and 32 full-time PSCs. In Fiscal Year (FY) 2017, the 

post’s budget was approximately $3.9 million.1 

Our overall objective in auditing overseas posts is to determine whether the financial and 

administrative operations are functioning effectively and in compliance with Peace Corps 

policies and Federal regulations during the period under audit. Appendix A provides a full 

description of our audit objective, scope, and methodology.  

1 The agency does not determine a total cost per post beyond directly attributable post expenses, as certain costs are 

centrally budgeted and managed by headquarters offices including the salaries and benefits of U.S. direct hires. The 

Peace Corps Office of Budget and Analysis provided the total cost of $57.7 million incurred by the Africa Region in 

direct support of its 26 overseas posts in FY 2017, which is an average of $536,042 per post. 
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AUDIT RESULTS 

The Overall Control Environment 

Our review of the imprest fund disclosed multiple instances of non-compliance with Overseas 

Financial Management Handbook (OFMH) and Peace Corps Manual Section (MS) requirements. 

Specifically, the post performed inadequate imprest operations, insufficient bills of collection 

monitoring, and inaccurate reporting. Post management is responsible for maintaining an 

effective internal control system and ensuring that all staff understand the importance of their 

assigned duties and the detailed performance requirements for those responsibilities. We 

determined that the prior director of management and operations (DMO) 2 was not sufficiently 

involved in managing personnel and cross-cutting issues, and this was a contributing factor in 

findings throughout this report. The absence of oversight and controls leaves the post vulnerable 

to misappropriation of assets and could create an opportunity to commit fraud. When viewed 

with the issues noted in this report, we concluded that the control environment over imprest 

funds put post assets at risk and needed significant improvement. 

IMPREST 

The principal cashier did not perform daily imprest fund reconciliations. 

During an unannounced cash count, we discovered that the principal cashier had not performed 

the necessary daily cash counts. Peace Corps policy states that the cashier is responsible for 

performing daily imprest reconciliation.3 The reconciliation process consists of counting the cash 

and reviewing the on-hand transactions and supporting documents that make up the cashier’s 

accountability. The cashier’s reconciliation is recorded in a system-generated cashier 

reconciliation statement (also known as the 365 report) and supporting documentation. In 

addition, OFMH section 13.24.1 states that two months of reconciliation records must be saved 

in electronic or paper copy.  

After requesting the required two months of imprest reconciliations, we found numerous 

instances where there was no evidence that daily cash counts were performed. The principal 

cashier could not provide evidence of proper imprest reconciliations for 16 out of 19 days in 

February and 20 out of 23 days in March. The principal cashier contended that the daily cash 

counts are happening, but could not explain the lack of daily cash count documentation. The 

principal cashier also stated that some documentation was missing because the alternate cashier 

did not perform reconciliations when performing the cashier’s duties. Therefore, reconciliations 

were not performed until the principal cashier returned to the office. However, we found 

supporting documents indicating that the principal cashier was present on days reconciliations 

were not performed, so not all missing daily cash count documentation could be attributed to the 

alternate cashier.  

2 Unless otherwise noted, all references to the prior DMO refer to the person who was in charge at the time of the 

audit. The DMO who was in position during the time of the audit departed the post in July 2017. 
3 MS 760.7.2 
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When the cashier does not perform the required reconciliation counts, detecting fraud or errors in 

a timely manner becomes more difficult. Therefore, it is critical that accounting controls be 

followed to prevent malfeasance and ensure accountability of the imprest funds.  

We recommend: 

1. That the country director and the director of management

and operations ensure cashiers are performing daily cash

counts according to policy.

2. That the director of management and operations ensure

that the cashiers keep daily cash count records and

supporting documents for two months after their creation.

The post did not comply with agency policy on interim advances. 

According to the MS 760.13.3, an interim advance should be tightly controlled. The OFMH 

section 13.18.2 states that: 

Peace Corps Trainees, Volunteers, or staff may receive an interim advance to make a cash purchase when it 

is more economical or expeditious than making the payment by U.S. Government check or EFT.  

* * * * * 

This interim cash advance must be supported by a copy of the authorized purchase document, and 

liquidated (accounted for) within three (3) working days. The recipient of the funds is personally 

accountable for the funds until they are accounted for (with receipts or funds are returned). 

* * * * * 

It is the responsibility of the cashier to monitor the clearance of interim advances and to notify the Director 

of Management and Operations if advances are not cleared within 3 days for direct follow-up action. 

During the review of imprest fund reconciliation, we noted that the post exercised poor 

management of interim advances. Specifically, interim advances were collected in an untimely 

manner; made to individuals who were not PCVs, trainees, or staff; and given to a person other 

than the individual listed on the interim advance document. Overall, poor management of interim 

advances can circumvent oversight functions and increases the risk of fraud inherent in cash 

operations. 

We found that there were approximately 37 interim advances since October 2016 that exceeded 

the 3-day requirement for liquidation. One interim advance liquidation was overdue for as much 

as 70 days. The Cashier provided various reasons for not liquidating the outstanding advances, 

including lost receipts. We were also told that the cashier communicated with the staff members 

and sent emails to the cashier supervisor in an effort to collect the funds. Eventually, another 

previous DMO erected a whiteboard to list the names of individuals with overdue advance 

liquidations, which yielded some results. At the end of 2016, the board was temporarily removed 

because of construction and remodeling. Unfortunately, replacement of the board did not 

eliminate the problem because the post continued to have overdue interim advance liquidations. 
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At the time of our visit, the post did not provide feedback regarding additional remedies under 

consideration to assist the cashier in obtaining timely payments and receipts. 

Additionally, we found five interim payments were issued to businesses instead of trainees, 

Volunteers, or staff; one was issued to the local bank, and four were issued to various hotels. The 

cashier acknowledged that the payments to the hotels should have been made on the travel card, 

but the travel card was suspended due to numerous auto-closures.4 According to the cashier, staff 

members were checking out of the hotel, and payment needed to be made immediately. Thus, the 

cashier used the hotel’s banking information and transferred the funds to the hotel’s bank. The 

cashier eventually closed the interim advance with the bank transfer and hotel receipts. In 

addition, the amount of these advances exceeded the allowable authorization limit for interim 

advances of $500, per OFMH guidance. Considering the particulars of this situation, these 

advances should have been issued to a staff member with approval from the country director.5  

Finally, the cashier issued an interim advance to a program manager that was collected by 

another staff member. The cashier stated that the authorized purchaser was too busy with the 

training event to pick up the money and sent a programming assistant to retrieve it. The cashier 

did not have a reason for not reissuing the advance for the other staff member. In this case, the 

recipient of the funds, not the authorized purchaser, was personally accountable until the money 

or receipts were submitted.6 It is important that only the authorized individuals receive funds to 

maintain accurate financial accountability and reduce the possibility of misappropriation. 

We recommend: 

3. That the director of management and operations monitor 

employees receiving cash advances to ensure advances are 

only given to authorized individuals. 

4. That the director of management and operations work 

together with the cashier to collect all overdue interim 

advances. 

The post did not perform random unannounced imprest verifications.  

According to OFMH section 13.24.2, “The monthly and quarterly verifications must be 

unannounced and performed at different times each month, e.g., they should not be done on the 

last day of every month.” We reviewed cash counts conducted between January 2016 and 

February 2017, and noted that the post generally performed cash counts during the last two 

weeks of the month. For 14 months of unannounced cash counts, 11 of these, or 79 percent of 

unannounced cash costs were performed during the last half of the month. Per the prior DMO, 

the random cash counts are normally scheduled throughout the month but often do not occur 

until the end of the month because of other priorities arising within the month. The post’s 

                                                 
4 See Credit Cards section of this report. 
5 OFMH 13, Exhibit D Checklist of Effective Management Practices 
6 OFMH 13.18.2 Interim Advances “The recipient of the funds is personally accountable for the funds until they are 

accounted for (with receipts or funds are returned).” 
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noncompliance with procedures for performing unannounced monthly cash counts increased the 

risk of misappropriated funds. For example, cashiers/sub-cashiers who can predict the timing of 

an unannounced cash count can potentially cover up irregularities, thus making it difficult for the 

country director and prior DMO to detect the irregularities.  

We recommend:  

5. That the country director and the director of management

and operations ensure that unannounced cash counts are

performed each month on a random basis.

The cashier’s office was messy and disorganized. 

According to the Cashier User Guide (CUG) 4.5, “The filing cabinets to include the file folders 

must be neat and well-organized. Cashier documents and folders should not be stacked in piles 

on the cashier desks, bookshelves, or floor.” During our cash count, we observed that the 

cashier’s office was very disorganized and documents were not appropriately filed. 

As a result of the disorganized conditions in the cashier’s office, the post was unable to 

immediately locate supporting documentation. For example, after we were presented with a stack 

of documents, the cashier discovered a voucher that was to be submitted to headquarters but was 

missing from the headquarters submission. The voucher, therefore, was delayed and was not 

timely submitted to headquarters. Document management is a key measure in ensuring internal 

controls and cash management procedures are maintained. 

The CUG 4.5 also states that the cashier supervisor must establish file cabinets or drawers and 

should ensure that the folders and documents are being properly maintained. Therefore, we 

attributed this issue to the lack of supervision from the prior DMO in ensuring that the folders 

and documents are properly maintained.  

We recommend: 

6. That the cashier supervisor direct the cashier to organize

the cashier office and routinely make unannounced visits to

ensure that the folders and documents are being properly

maintained.

The cashier did not provide the combination to the Regional Security Officer. 

According to OFMH 13.5, the cashier is required to hand carry the safe combination in a sealed, 

signed, and dated envelope to the U.S. Embassy's regional security officer (RSO) to secure in an 

approved safe. The cashier did not deliver the safe combination to the RSO in accordance with 

MS 760 Section 5.2. To the RSO’s recollection, the post had not provided the safe combination 

for the last three years. The cashier did not have an explanation for this oversight. Providing the 

RSO with the combination will allow the post to have access to the imprest fund in emergency 

situations and when there is an incoming cashier.  
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We recommend: 

7. That the country director ensure that the cashier provides 

the Peace Corps safe combination to the U.S. Embassy’s 

regional security officer and that the cashier does so in 

accordance with policy. 

BILLS OF COLLECTION 

The post did not record or track bills of collection in a timely manner.  

Peace Corps policy specifies that bills of collection (BOCs) should be entered as soon as a debt 

is known, even if the amount expected is unknown.7 Contrary to policy, the post consistently 

delayed creating BOCs, including those to the auction house to collect proceeds of sale, to the 

Botswanan government to collect the host country contribution, and to Volunteers to collect 

funds such as excess grant money and overpaid living allowances. We tested a sample of 11 

BOCs and 6 of them were delayed between 8 and 71 days from when post staff recognized the 

debt. The billing officer stated that, in some instances, staff delayed notifying them that there 

was an existing debt. In other instances, the billing officer had no explanation why the BOC had 

been delayed. 

Creating BOCs in a timely manner is necessary because it is an internal control procedure that 

safeguards assets, maintains accurate records, and establishes a system of checks and balances. 

Without a BOC, money that the post receives could be easily diverted because there is no record 

of the debt. 

We recommend: 

8. That the director of management and operations ensure 

that the billing officer complies with policy to issue bills of 

collection as soon as the amount is due to the Peace Corps, 

even if the exact amount is unknown. 

The post had long outstanding bills of collection which exceeded 30 days.  

Peace Corps policy specifies that the billing officer must conduct a monthly review of BOCs 

outstanding for over 30 days.8 The billing officer and DMO should perform the following tasks if 

the debtor is a staff member (OFMH 7.2.2): 

• “After 30 days —Prepare a letter to be signed by DMO, stating that the bill is now 

overdue… 

                                                 
7 OFMH 7.2.1 
8 OFMH 7.2.2 Bill of Collection Review 
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• “After 60 days —Notify the debtor’s supervisor (only for staff). Prepare a stronger 

letter to be signed by CD… 

• “After 90 days —The Billing Officer and DMO should review. If Post determines 

that they should keep the debt longer, they should contact their GAP FMO [Global 

Accounts Payable Financial Management Officer], providing details and estimated 

time needed to collect….”  

The post did not follow procedures to initiate collection for long outstanding BOCs. From FY 

2012 to 2017, the post did not initiate a timely collection for 80 BOCs relating mostly to personal 

calls and in-country travel. Out of the 80 outstanding BOCs, 10 exceeded 90 days. According to 

the post staff, typical notification of debt entails a verbal and email notification after three days. 

Local staff did not feel empowered to pursue collection from colleagues or involve managers. 

Therefore, the prior DMO and CD were not made aware of the debt and were not able to take 

action. Conducting monthly reviews and following up on outstanding BOCs help establish and 

maintain accountability, allowing the post to better manage debt and detect any misuse of 

government funds.  

We recommend: 

9. That the director of management and operations monitor 

the bills of collection reports and follow the Peace Corps 

policy in collecting all debts over 30 days old, in accordance 

with OFMH 7.2.2. 

The billing officer did not always maintain adequate documentation to support bills of 

collection. 

OFMH 7.2.1 requires the billing officer to determine the amount owed based on specific 

documentation. For example, the billing officer is required to subtract the travel voucher amount 

from the original advance amount for unused travel advances. We found several BOCs for staff 

in-country travel that did not indicate the original travel advance amount, making it difficult to 

determine if the correct amount was collected. 

In addition, OFMH 7.2.2 and 7.3.1 requires the collection officer to send a copy of the paid 

receipt to the billing officer who maintains the general receipt in the billing file. While reviewing 

documentation, we found 3 of 11 instances where the receipt was not located with the BOC. 

Lastly, OFMH 7.2.3, states that the DMO is responsible for ensuring that documentation is 

sufficient enough for someone else to “clearly understand a void.” However, we found that 

voided BOCs did not always have an associated replacement BOC number. We did not receive 

an explanation as to the underlying cause for this lack of documentation.  

Documentation is a necessary part of an effective internal control system. When documentation 

is not sufficiently maintained, the file does not contain a complete accounting of occurrences, 

and post may have difficulty validating collections. 
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We recommend: 

10. That the director of management and operations take steps 

to ensure that staff is maintaining appropriate 

documentation for all bills of collection. 

The post did not submit claims for all value added tax paid with office rent. 

During planning, we learned that the post pays value added tax (VAT) with rent payments, 

resulting in significant outlays. The post is exempt from paying VAT for rent or any other 

spending in support of the Peace Corps program, but the Government of Botswana (GOB) 

requires that the post pay the VAT up front and then submit quarterly refund claims to receive a 

reimbursement. Per the GOB’s specific guidelines, the cashier prepares VAT claim forms, 

attaching supporting documentation for the VAT paid, such as invoices and receipts. The post is 

required to submit the refund claims within two weeks after the end of the quarter and cannot 

include VAT paid in prior quarters. Over the course of several months, the GOB processes the 

claim, sends a notice confirming the amount of the refund, and deposits the money into an 

account managed by the U.S. Embassy.  

According to MS 777.3.3, officials will assure that the flow of billing, collection, or other 

settlement documents is timely and complete. During fieldwork, we discovered that the post does 

not track VAT paid versus VAT claimed and received. We reviewed prepared VAT claims for 

January 2015 through December 2016 to determine if the post was claiming all the VAT paid 

with rent. Our analysis showed that during this period the post paid $22,119 USDE9 but only 

claimed $14,953, leaving $7,166 unclaimed. Administrative staff stated that the main cause of 

not claiming the full amount was difficulty retrieving receipts from lessors, which are required to 

be submitted to the GOB.  

Because the post did not submit claims for all VAT paid, the lessor could have the opportunity to 

misappropriate GOB funds and put the Peace Corps at risk of losing this host country 

contribution.  

We recommend: 

11. That the country director and the director of management 

and operations establish a formal procedure to ensure that 

all expenditures subject to value added tax refunds are 

claimed and collected from the Government of Botswana 

revenue authorities. 

  

                                                 
9 The actual VAT refund was 224,505 BWP. The refund has been converted into U.S. Dollars (USD) using an 

exchange rate of 1 USD per 10.15 BWP as of March 31, 2017 and will be used throughout this report when no other 

conversion is available.  
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The post did not correctly allocate part of the value added tax refund. 

We reviewed the prepared VAT claims for January 2015 through December 2016 and compared 

them with the BOCs log to determine if the post directed the VAT refunds from the office rent 

payments to the correct accounts. The post receives funds from the GOB to pay office rent, 

including VAT, as part of the host country contribution (HCC). The HCC is funding (or an in-

kind contribution) provided to support post operations that belongs to the host country.10 The 

Peace Corps is only a steward of the funds. After completing the process to submit claims as 

described in the previous finding, the VAT that was paid from HCC must return to a post-

specific fund, allowing the post to continue using the money in-country. In contrast, any VAT 

that was paid with appropriated funds returns to a Peace Corps agency-wide fund and is used for 

agency priorities in accordance with guidelines from the Office of the Chief Financial Officer 

(OCFO).11 The billing officer should prepare the BOCs, specifying the amount and the location 

to which the money should be returned, at the same time the cashier prepares the claims, as 

specified by OFMH 7.2.1. 

We found that the post incorrectly collected $1,550 of VAT paid from HCC, and returned it to an 

agency-wide VAT fund instead of a post-specific one. Therefore, the money was not able to 

continue to fund the post’s operations as intended. Post staff informed us that they do not track 

VAT refunds and that they have not been diligent about creating BOCs at the time the debt is 

known. Creating BOCs for lease VAT when the debt is known would help ensure that all money 

returns to the correct fund. Also, tracking and creating timely BOCs would decrease the risk of 

incorrectly calculating remaining funds and not recouping the entire VAT refund. 

We Recommend: 

12. That the director of management and operations establish a 

procedure to ensure that all refunds of value added tax 

paid from the host country contribution are allocated to 

post-specific funds to support in-country operations. 

FUEL 

The post does not have adequate controls in place over the purchase and dispensing of fuel for 

generators. 

At the time of fieldwork, the Peace Corps did not have specific policies and procedures related to 

fuel purchasing and dispensing for vehicles or generators. However, the publication Standards 

for Internal Control in the Federal Government provides general guidance on assessing and 

minimizing risk through control activities. The publication states that agencies must safeguard 

assets by implementing procedures that “provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or 

                                                 
10 OFMH 27.2.1 
11 OCFO Bulletin 11-03 
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prompt detection and correction of unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of an entity’s 

assets.”12   

The post purchases fuel for generators for the office and U.S. direct hire residences when needed. 

The post maintains a book with coupons from a local gas station (TOTAL) near the post. The 

book of coupons is kept in the DMO’s office. Only the DMO and the financial assistant (FA) are 

authorized to provide staff with the coupons for usage. On a weekly basis, drivers check the 

generators, record fuel levels on a post created form for each generator, and calculate how much 

fuel needs to be purchased. If fuel is needed, the driver requests a coupon from the DMO (or FA) 

who signs the coupon and presents it to the driver to purchase fuel on the post’s account at 

TOTAL. Drivers are not authorized to purchase more fuel than needed for each generator. 

Drivers brings back the receipt, which includes the amount charged and quantity dispensed, and 

presents the receipt to the DMO (or FA), who attaches it to the coupon’s carbon copy in the 

booklet. At the end of each month, TOTAL sends a statement to the post. The general services 

assistant will then take possession of the booklet and conduct spot checks against receipts 

attached in the booklet. This is not a formal reconciliation process. 

While the post has some safeguarding procedures in place, like locking the coupon book in the 

DMO’s office and prohibiting fuel storage, these are not adequate to secure all steps of the 

process. Drivers do not indicate the approximate total fuel needed on the forms or write the 

quantity needed on the coupons. The approver is not authorizing an actual amount to be 

purchased and is not able to compare approximate fuel needed to fuel purchased. 

The post indicated that they rarely purchase generator fuel and that no issues had arisen with the 

current system. Without strong controls, issues can be difficult to detect, the potential for fraud to 

occur is increased, and it is more difficult to account for spending and usage. 

We recommend: 

13. That the director of management and operations formalize 

procedures to account for and reconcile generator fuel 

purchases. 

Post management did not provide oversight to ensure the fuel purchases entered into vehicle 

logs were accurate. 

It is necessary to ensure the accuracy of information so that official records reflect fuel 

consumption and can be used as an oversight tool. Entries in the Vehicle Management 

Information System (VMIS) are compiled annually in a Vehicle Status Report (VSR).13 

According to the Vehicle Fleet Management Guide, the VSR must accurately reflect each 

vehicle’s operational data.14 The DMO certifies the accuracy and completeness of the VSR to 

                                                 
12 The Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government (GAO-14-704G), September 2014. See section OV 

2.24 
13 Vehicle Fleet Management Guide 2.7 Vehicle Status Reports 
14 Id. 
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headquarters. The VSR is used to “track and report essential information about each vehicle” and 

“must accurately reflect each vehicle’s operational data (usage, fuel, and maintenance) for the 

entire fiscal year”.15 

The VMIS contained errors related to vehicle usage and fuel purchases. During our testing, 

comparing nine receipts with actual entries in the VMIS, we found five entries containing errors 

in dates or quantity. One entry appeared to be a duplicate entry. Although our sample was small, 

56 percent of the entries contained errors, raising concerns about overall accuracy. The general 

services manager stated that a monthly spot check is performed, comparing the receipts with the 

fuel log.  

We believe that the post’s verification procedures on the accuracy of VMIS are inadequate. An 

error rate of 56 percent suggests weak controls that could result in inaccurate reporting to several 

federal agencies and the general public in the Federal Fleet Report. 

We recommend: 

14. That the director of management and operations enhance 

the controls over verification of the Vehicle Management 

Information System to ensure the accuracy of entries. 

PERSONAL SERVICE CONTRACTS 

Several personal service contractors had expired security certifications and one was missing 

the required intelligence background form. 

MS 743a.8.2 states: 

For all host country resident PSCs contracted for 260 work days or more, the Contracting Officer must ask 

the Regional Security Officer (RSO) or his or her designee to conduct a background investigation…of the 

proposed PSC prior to executing the contract…. The CD must request recertification of a continuously 

employed PSC every five years in accordance with 12 FAM 420. 

Additionally, MS 743a.8.3 Procedures state that short-term local hires are required to be re-

certified every 3 years.  

Our review of staff security certifications for long-term personal service contractors disclosed 

that there were no updated RSO memorandums to clear 7 out of 18 long-term post staff, 

including one foreign service national. According to headquarters and embassy safety and 

security staff, there is a backlog and worldwide slowdown in granting security clearances, but 

temporary clearances can be granted until the permanent clearance is processed to avoid lapses. 

Even with this temporary solution, some staff continued in their positions with only expired 

certifications on file. Post management did not provide any explanation why they did not 

regularly pursue temporary clearances. 

                                                 
15 Id. 
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One personal service contractor (PSC) was missing the intelligence background form and was, 

therefore, not in compliance with MS 743a Procedures, Section 8.4 which states that PSCs must 

complete an Intelligence Background Form. The Country Director responsible for ensuring 

completion of the forms at the time was no longer at post, so we could not determine a cause for 

this issue. It is important for the Peace Corps to obtain and maintain Intelligence Background 

Forms for all PSCs because agency policy dictates that an individual who has prior intelligence 

connections through employment, related work, or even family relations may be ineligible for a 

personal services contract.16 Background checks for staff are one of the major cornerstones to 

protecting Volunteers and maintaining integrity.  

We recommend: 

15. That the country director ensure that security re-

certifications are properly maintained for the post’s long-

term personal service contractors per Peace Corps policy, 

including the Foreign Service nationals. 

16. That the director of management and operations provide 

intelligence background forms for all personal service 

contractors to the office of safety and security. 

GRANTS MANAGEMENT 

Volunteer grants management was insufficient.  

The Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government states that documentation is a 

necessary part of an effective internal control system.17  

The small grants handbook states that project files should maintain all documentation related to 

the project including “financial documents” and “significant communication.”18 It also states that 

the small grants coordinator is primarily responsible for the management and oversight of grants 

and should work with the administrative unit in financial management.19  

We reviewed a sample of 14 out of 57 grant projects, implemented between FYs 2014 and 2017, 

and found several issues with grant tracking and file maintenance. Our sample included 4 active 

grant projects by Volunteers who departed the post as early as June 2014. Three of the project 

files in our sample were missing copies of receipts justifying expenditures ranging between $28 

and nearly $8,000, and one file contained receipts for purchases that were not included in the 

budget. Files were also missing documentation of collections and other communication 

concerning grant implementation or outstanding balances, such as determinations of unallowable 

expenses. 

                                                 
16 MS 743a Procedures, Section 8.4 
17 Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government Section OV4.08 
18 Peace Corps Small Grants Program Staff Handbook pages 65-66 
19 Peace Corps Small Grants Program Staff Handbook pages 13-14 
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At the post, the grants coordinator was solely responsible for all grant management, except the 

actual collection of funds, including: supporting Volunteers during design, implementation, and 

evaluation phases; completing reports and communication with headquarters; liaising with 

partners and donors; and monitoring policy compliance and projects. When funds needed to be 

collected, the coordinator reported the outstanding amount, determined by Peace Corps Grants 

Online,20 to the administrative unit to initiate collection. Project statuses were not changed to 

“closed” until the coordinator received confirmation that the funds were collected.  

Because of a lack of communication, collections were not always confirmed timely, resulting in 

projects remaining active long after the Volunteer’s departure from the post. The grant 

coordinator performs two other functions and reported being overwhelmed by the financial 

oversight required. Also, the coordinator reported not being properly oriented to grant procedures 

when first assuming the position, which led to the mishandling of a grant file that amounted to 

nearly $8,000 in unsupported spending. 

Official grant records should be updated timely and contain complete documentation so that 

Peace Corps can accurately account for the usage of donated funds and any balance owed. 

Specifically, without accompanying receipts, we could not verify expenses amounting to $9,560 

in total questioned costs.  

We recommend: 

17. That the director of management and operations ensure 

that the financial unit adheres to the small grants 

handbook and participates in the financial management of 

grants. 

VOUCHERS 

The post had poor controls over voucher payments. 

The OFMH 66.1 states that it is “very important for vouchers to be complete and accurate” when 

submitted in order for the Office of the Chief Financial Officer/Global Accounts Payable 

(OCFO/GAP)21 to process payment in a timely matter. During our review we found numerous 

vouchers were rejected by OCFO/GAP due to errors that were not corrected in a timely manner. 

This resulted in delays in OCFO/GAP paying vendors and unbalanced imprest reconciliations. 

Additionally, Peace Corps is at risk of not complying with Federal standards (i.e., Prompt 

Payment Act). 

For example, the post submitted a voucher to OCFO/GAP on January 24, 2017 with inaccurate 

and insufficient details relating to a staff event. The OCFO/GAP requested accurate information 

on February 2, 2017 from the post to support the voucher and process the payment. Because the 

prior DMO failed to respond timely and with the accurate information, the voucher was not paid 

                                                 
20 Peace Corps Grants Online (PCGO) is a system that Peace Corps uses to manage grants. 
21 OCFO/GAP is responsible for certification, and processing payments to overseas and domestic commercial 

vendors and ensure payments are in compliance with federal regulations and Peace Corps policy. 
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until March 15, 2017, or 7 weeks after OCFO/GAP’s request for information. OCFO/GAP 

normally pays within 5 days of submission. Additionally, in January 2017, the OCFO/GAP 

rejected ten vouchers because of errors, insufficient documentation, and untimely response 

which resulted in the subsequent cash count being out of balance by $5,484.22 The cashier was 

still working to clear all rejected vouchers during our fieldwork in April 2017. 

It is the opinion of the senior staff in OCFO/GAP that the post administrative staff do not have 

the financial knowledge they need to perform their duties independently. We believe this is 

evident in the enormous amount of errors identified by OCFO/GAP. Additionally, the post 

lacked follow-up and did not sufficiently address questions about the vouchers. It is the 

responsibility of the post to request assistance from headquarters. However, the post had not 

requested any hands-on training and continued to send substandard documents for payments. The 

country director has overall management authority at the post and can make this request.  

We recommend: 

18. That the country director impress upon all staff with 

delegated signature authority that it is their responsibility 

to ensure that all vouchers are prepared correctly, and 

necessary corrections are made in a timely manner. 

19. That the country director request training from the Office 

of the Chief Financial Officer/Global Accounts Payable for 

all administrative staff involved in processing vouchers for 

payments. 

The post made several unallowed purchases. 

The Peace Corps is allowed to cover expenses of the post if the purchase is appropriate, 

necessary, and legal. OFMH Section 46.0, Questionable and Prohibited Expenses outlines 

detailed guidance on different categories of expenses and provides the criteria for why certain 

expenses are not allowed. Section 46.12, Gifts, outlines that it is “extremely difficult to justify 

gifts,” and Peace Corps advises that items for Volunteers, staff, and host families, such as t-shirts 

and flowers, are not allowed. Further, sections 46.9 and 46.10 provide stipulations for purchasing 

food and meals for Volunteers and staff.  

During our voucher review, we identified a credit card purchase made in December 2014, for 

approximately $658 to provide all office staff with sunglasses. While staff members stated 

sunglasses were a holiday gift, the prior DMO contended the purchase was supplies because 

Botswana is a sunny country. We believe the mission of the staff does not necessitate long 

exposure to sunlight, and therefore sunglasses were not necessary for the mission. Consequently, 

                                                 
22 102.99 USD and 74,303.80 Local Currency Unit. Currency was 10.582 on the January 365 report. 
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this purchase does not meet the criteria for being an allowable expense. These funds were not 

recovered from the prior DMO.23 

Further, in March 2017, OCFO/GAP identified disallowed purchases amounting to $698 related 

to providing food at a staff retreat. OCFO/GAP consulted with the Office of the General Counsel 

to ensure this was not an allowable purchase. MS 729 was cited as a further reference for not 

allowing food/lunch for a retreat or staff training at the attendees’ official duty station. These 

funds were recovered from the prior DMO. The prior DMO directed both purchases as the 

approving official, showing disregard for government purchase regulations. The approving party 

is a steward of government funds and can be held personally responsible for reimbursing 

unallowable expenses.  

Our discussions with the OCFO/GAP indicated that the Botswana administrative staff have been 

challenged in submitting appropriate voucher documentation for some time and that additional 

training for the administrative staff would be helpful. 

We recommend: 

20. That the director of management and operations work with 

the chief financial officer/global accounts payable to ensure 

post administrative staff involved in voucher processing 

receive guidance and training to identify questionable and 

prohibited expenses per policy. 

CREDIT CARDS 

There was insufficient management oversight of purchase and travel cards. 

Peace Corps policy24 states that employees should use a bank issued credit card for the purchase 

of goods and services to the maximum extent practicable. Typically, the purchase card holder 

must access their statement in the banking system once it is available, perform the necessary 

reallocation of funds, and obtain approval from the approving official which results in a manual 

closure. If these steps are not performed timely, the system will “auto-close.”25 An auto-closure 

indicates that required tracking and control procedures have not occurred, and is cause for 

concern. Avoiding auto-closures is the direct responsibility of the approving official. MS 731.7.0 

states: 

If a Cardholder’s statement of account is Auto-Closed twice within a fiscal year, the APC [agency program 

coordinator] must issue a memo noting this fact to the Cardholder and Approving Official. If a 

Cardholder’s statement of account is Auto-Closed three times within the fiscal year, the delegation of 

authority may be rescinded and the card revoked. 

                                                 
23 During the audit, OIG referred this issue to OCFO staff who issued a written warning but did not pursue collection 

from the prior DMO. 
24 MS 731.3.0 Policy 
25 Auto-close means that the Citibank card management system accepts the charges on the credit card 

statement and bills the Peace Corps without an approving official’s signature. 
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We noted that one of the post’s two purchase cards was auto-closed for 14 consecutive months. 

The purchase card holder admitted to neglecting to reconcile the statements and enter the 

obligation coding into the required online system. The prior DMO, who was the approving 

official, also admitted to neglecting monitoring and approving duties. We further noted that, 

during this period of excessive auto-closures, the affected card was never revoked. When asked 

why the card was not revoked, the agency program coordinator (APC) explained that the online 

banking system does not send notification to the APC when the cardholder fails to enter the 

obligation codes—only when the codes are entered but not approved by the cardholder’s 

supervisor. Upon further inquiry, we found that the banking system notifies the APC of all 

transactions that are not approved, but the APC neglected to thoroughly review statements and 

monitor recurring auto-closures.  

This purchase card holder also neglected to perform other required duties, which resulted in 

suspension of the electricity at post. The post paid the office’s electricity bills by purchase card 

after the facilities group received the bill, created a work order, and provided it to the purchase 

card holder. However, at one point this process broke down, and the electricity was turned off. 

The purchase card holder had to go to the electric company in person to remit the overdue 

payment. The post was able to reinstate the electricity within two hours, but the process to 

reconcile many months of bills and electric company records to determine how much was really 

owed was cumbersome. The post could have avoided this interruption of its activities if the 

purchase card holder’s records were well maintained. 

The purchase card holder also possessed a travel card which was suspended because of six 

months of auto-closures. All overseas posts should maintain a travel card to pay for official 

travel and for emergencies.26 Because of the travel card suspension, the travel card holder, in the 

role of cashier, alternatively provided interim advances to hotels, which is contrary to Peace 

Corps policy.  

The travel card holder stated that the ability to function was hindered by being assigned too 

many responsibilities because of the excessive staff travel. In addition to being the travel card 

and purchase card holder, this staff member’s normal duties include functioning as a full-time 

cashier and as one of two inventory reconciliation clerks for medical supplies. Based on our 

review, these duties do not appear excessive. As previously noted, the cashier’s lack of 

organization likely contributed to the excessive auto-closures. 

In addition, the prior DMO provided no management involvement to resolve these issues. The 

prior DMO neglected responsibilities for reviewing and approving cardholders’ monthly 

statements per OFMH 45.10. Guidance and leadership were not provided during the staff’s 

development of an improved process to pay the office’s electricity and prevent any further 

issues. Overall, the lack of consistent supervision impeded effective and efficient operation of 

the office. 

  

                                                 
26 OFMH 62.2 
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We recommend: 

21. That the director of management and operations ensure 

credit card transactions are correctly and timely reconciled 

and then timely approve all credit card statements to 

prevent auto-closure. 

22. That the Office of the Chief Financial Officer ensure that 

current policies are applied to track all auto-closures and 

revoke credit cards as needed. 

VOLUNTEER PAYMENTS 

The post did not accurately calculate and routinely collect overpayments of living allowances 

paid to Volunteers who terminated their service early.  

Volunteers receive monthly living allowances while in their country of assignment. Living 

allowance payments consist of base, supplemental, and/or special living allowances. Peace Corps 

MS 221.5.8 states: 

… [T]he living allowance payments cover only the number of days the Volunteer served. In those cases 

where the termination date of an early termination is known in advance, calculation of the final living 

allowance payment must also be adjusted to cover through the last day of service. Where information is not 

known in advance, the overpayment must be collected from the Volunteer or deducted from the 

Volunteer’s Readjustment Allowance. . .27 

According to the Volunteer Support Assistant, when a Volunteer separates from service early, 

the post first assesses if the payment for the following month has already disbursed. If not, the 

payment is cancelled. Then the Volunteer Support Assistant reviews the last payment and 

calculates the amount that should be returned. The post does not pro-rate utilities, housing, or 

Volunteer committee charges because they cover monthly expenses that need to be paid 

regardless if the Volunteer leaves before the end of the month. The post discusses any 

outstanding amount owed with the Volunteer and collects the outstanding amount when closing 

out their bank accounts and from the readjustment allowance, if necessary. 

We reviewed living allowance payments for 30 Volunteers and Trainees who terminated their 

service early and found issues with 16 of the payments, which is a 53 percent error rate. For 14 

of the terminated Volunteers, the post incorrectly calculated the outstanding amount, resulting in 

under-collection of $3,649. In three of the instances of under-collection, the post also neglected 

to close the Volunteer’s bank account. When bank accounts remain open, the post does not 

collect overpaid funds or return any balance belonging to the Volunteer. Lastly, for two of the 

terminated Volunteers, the post over-collected funds amounting to $378. These oversights 

occurred because of errors in calculation of overpaid living allowance and a lack of controls to 

ensure that all Volunteer bank accounts are closed upon early termination. 

                                                 
27 MS 223.3.1 Readjustment allowance is a payment that accrues daily and is paid upon service completion to assist 

Volunteers in their transition from Peace Corps service to other endeavors 
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We recommend: 

23. That the director of management of operations make every 

attempt in accordance with policy to recover the overpaid 

allowances and reimburse those Volunteers from whom 

funds were over-collected. 

24. That the director of management of operations ensure that 

living allowance overpayments are collected prior to the 

Volunteer or Trainee departing post or the funds are 

deducted from the Volunteer’s or Trainee’s readjustment 

allowance. 

25. That the director of management and operations ensure 

that departed Volunteers’ bank accounts are closed by 

conducting periodic reviews of their bank statements and 

contacting the bank to verify account closures, and collect 

any remaining funds.  
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OTHER AREAS OF CONCERN 

FUEL 

The post does not fully use the security features of the fuel vendor. 

The post purchases fuel from Vivo because of the host of security features the vendor offers 

when monitoring fuel purchases. The post vehicles have sensors that must be present with the 

fuel cards in order for the cards to operate and allow the driver to purchase fuel. There is a limit 

to the amount of fuel that can be purchased with each card in one day and each card requires the 

driver to enter a PIN before fuel can be purchased. The vendor offers additional security features 

with vehicle-specific cards that can help the post better track a specific individual’s fuel 

purchases, especially during in-country travel. Each driver has their own personal key fob that 

must be used to operate vehicle-specific cards. However, drivers are not consistently utilizing 

these vehicle-specific cards, because they sometimes lose or misplace their key fobs. In addition, 

the safety and security manager travels extensively throughout the country and does not have a 

key fob. Obtaining an additional key fob could be advantageous since the safety and security 

manager is a predominant user of the post vehicles. 

PERSONAL SERVICE CONTRACTS 

The post was not collecting work permits for third country nationals. 

Peace Corps overseas contracting officer’s audit procedures state that it is a best practice to 

collect work permits for staff members. While reviewing personnel contract folders, we found 

that the third country national in our sample did not have a work permit on file. When asked 

about collecting work permits, post staff stated that they require third country nationals to obtain 

a work permit but do not collect them. The Standard for Internal Control in the Federal 

Government states that documentation is a necessary part of an effective internal control 

system.28 Without collecting copies of the permits, the post may not be able to ensure that the 

employee actually secured one and may be putting the agency at risk of unlawfully employing 

third country nationals. Peace Corps guidance cites collecting work permits as a best practice. 

Untimely response by the post caused a lapse in staff healthcare payments. 

Prior to our arrival at post, we were informed by headquarters that the post was experiencing 

problems paying the healthcare vendor, Bomaid. Specifically, the health insurance provider did 

not get paid because of bounced checks from the vendor’s bank account and therefore 

jeopardized the healthcare coverage of the staff for approximately three months. 

28 Standard for Internal Control in the Federal Government, Section OV 4.08 
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Health insurance policy expenses for all participating employees were paid by the post using one 

check issued by the Financial Services Center (FSC)29 and processed through Peace Corps 

headquarters. During January 2017, Bomaid’s bank updated its security requirements for checks. 

The bank was no longer accepting checks from the FSC that adhered to the previous provisions. 

Administrative staff at the post were notified of the change by Peace Corps headquarters staff in 

late January 2017. After approximately three months of inconsistent communication, the issue 

was resolved in April 2017 after the post obtained and provided Bomaid’s banking details to 

headquarters to allow processing of the payments through electronic funds transfer. 

Post staff stated the cause of the delayed resolution was Bomaid’s failure to provide banking 

details timely, despite numerous communication attempts. Throughout the process, post senior 

management was not involved in communicating with headquarters or the vendor to ensure that 

the process occurred in a timely manner. The DMO is the overseer of operations and should have 

taken part in resolving such an important matter. The prior DMO did not provide an explanation 

of why he was not involved in the process. Delayed payments to Bomaid may have resulted in a 

lapse in healthcare benefits for all participating employees. We are not issuing a recommendation 

because the post staff resolved the issue.  

                                                 
29 The Bureau of the Comptroller and Global Financial Services, led by the Comptroller, performs all corporate 

financial management services, programs, and systems activities. The global services include federal services 

centers for overseas financial operation. 
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QUESTIONED COSTS AND FUNDS TO BE PUT TO BETTER USE 

We identified the following funds to be put to better use and questioned costs during the course 

of the audit.  

Funds to be Put to Better Use 
Recommendation 

number 
Description Amount 

11 

That the country director and the director of management and 

operations establish a formal procedure to ensure that all 

expenditures subject to value added tax refunds are claimed and 

collected from the Government of Botswana revenue authorities. 

$7,166 

Questioned Costs 
Recommendation 

number 
Description Amount 

12 

That the director of management and operations establish a 

procedure to ensure that all refunds of value added tax paid 

from the host country contribution are allocated to post-

specific funds to support in-country operations. 

$1,550 

17 

That the director of management and operations ensure 

that the financial unit adheres to the small grants 

handbook and participates in the financial management of 

grants. 

$9,560 

20 

That the director of management and operations work with 

the chief financial officer/global accounts payable to 

ensure post administrative staff involved in voucher 

processing receive guidance and training to identify 

questionable and prohibited expenses per policy. 

$658 

23 

That the director of management of operations make every 

attempt in accordance with policy to recover the overpaid 

allowances and reimburse those Volunteers from whom 

funds were over-collected. 

$3,649 

Consistent with the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, funds to be put to better use 

and questioned costs are defined as follows: 

• “Funds to be put to better use” are funds that could be used more efficiently if

management took actions to implement and complete the recommendation.

• “Questioned costs” are costs that are questioned because of an alleged violation of a

provision of a law, regulation, contract, grant, cooperative agreement or document

governing expenditure of funds; a finding that, at the time of the audit, such cost is not

supported by adequate documentation; or a finding that the expenditure of funds for the

intended purpose is unnecessary or unreasonable.
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LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend: 

1. That the country director and the director of management and operations ensure 

cashiers are performing daily cash counts according to policy. 

2. That the director of management and operations ensure that the cashiers keep daily 

cash count records and supporting documents for two months after their creation. 

3. That the director of management and operations monitor employees receiving cash 

advances to ensure advances are only given to authorized individuals. 

4. That the director of management and operations work together with the cashier to 

collect all overdue interim advances. 

5. That the country director and the director of management and operations ensure that 

unannounced cash counts are performed each month on a random basis. 

6. That the cashier supervisor direct the cashier to organize the cashier office and 

routinely make unannounced visits to ensure that the folders and documents are being 

properly maintained. 

7. That the country director ensure that the cashier provides the Peace Corps safe 

combination to the U.S. Embassy’s regional security officer and that the cashier does 

so in accordance with policy. 

8. That the director of management and operations ensure that the billing officer 

complies with policy to issue bills of collection as soon as the amount is due to the 

Peace Corps, even if the exact amount is unknown. 

9. That the director of management and operations monitor the bills of collection reports 

and follow the Peace Corps policy in collecting all debts over 30 days old, in 

accordance with OFMH 7.2.2. 

10. That the director of management and operations take steps to ensure that staff is 

maintaining appropriate documentation for all bills of collection. 

11. That the country director and the director of management and operations establish a 

formal procedure to ensure that all expenditures subject to value added tax refunds 

are claimed and collected from the Government of Botswana revenue authorities. 

12. That the director of management and operations establish a procedure to ensure that 

all refunds of value added tax paid from the host country contribution are allocated to 

post-specific funds to support in-country operations. 
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13. That the director of management and operations formalize procedures to account for

and reconcile generator fuel purchases.

14. That the director of management and operations enhance the controls over

verification of the Vehicle Management Information System to ensure the accuracy of

entries.

15. That the country director ensure that security re-certifications are properly maintained

for the post’s long-term personal service contractors per Peace Corps policy,

including the Foreign Service nationals.

16. That the director of management and operations provide intelligence background

forms for all personal service contractors to the office of safety and security.

17. That the director of management and operations ensure that the financial unit adheres

to the small grants handbook and participates in the financial management of grants.

18. That the country director impress upon all staff with delegated signature authority that

it is their responsibility to ensure that all vouchers are prepared correctly, and

necessary corrections are made in a timely manner.

19. That the country director request training from the Office of the Chief Financial

Officer/Global Accounts Payable for all administrative staff involved in processing

vouchers for payments.

20. That the director of management and operations work with the chief financial

officer/global accounts payable to ensure post administrative staff involved in

voucher processing receive guidance and training to identify questionable and

prohibited expenses per policy.

21. That the director of management and operations ensure credit card transactions are

correctly and timely reconciled and then timely approve all credit card statements to

prevent auto-closure.

22. That the Office of the Chief Financial Officer ensure that current policies are applied

to track all auto-closures and revoke credit cards as needed.

23. That the director of management of operations make every attempt in accordance

with policy to recover the overpaid allowances and reimburse those Volunteers from

whom funds were over-collected.

24. That the director of management of operations ensure that living allowance

overpayments are collected prior to the Volunteer departing post or the funds are

deducted from the Volunteer’s readjustment allowance.

25. That the director of management and operations ensure that departed Volunteers’

bank accounts are closed by conducting periodic reviews of their bank statements and

contacting the bank to verify account closures, and collect any remaining funds.
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APPENDIX A: OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY  

OBJECTIVES 

We conducted this audit to determine whether the financial and administrative operations at 

Peace Corps/Botswana were functioning effectively and complying with Peace Corps policies 

and federal regulations.  

SCOPE 

This audit was conducted between February and April 2017 at the Peace Corps Headquarters in 

Washington, D.C. and at the overseas post location in Gaborone, Botswana. The scope period 

under review was October 1, 2011 through April 7, 2017. 

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with Generally Accepted Government 

Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 

sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions 

based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis 

for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.  

Throughout the audit, auditors were aware of the possibility or existence of fraud, waste, or 

misuse significant to the audit objectives and conducted procedures designed to obtain 

reasonable assurance of detecting any such fraud as deemed appropriate. 

METHODOLOGY 

To obtain background information, we reviewed Federal laws and regulations as well as policies 

relating to Peace Corps financial and administrative operations, such as the Federal Acquisition 

Regulations, Peace Corps Manual, Overseas Financial Management Handbook, and Department 

of State’s Cashier User Guide. Further, we provided questionnaires to Peace Corps headquarters 

and post managers to learn about post specific processes and risk areas. 

We obtained Peace Corps/Botswana’s financial information from the disbursement and BOC 

reports for October 1, 2011 through February 7, 2017. We sorted the disbursement reports 

universe of 64,430 transactions and judgmentally selected samples by the following payment 

types: 

• Imprest Fund. Reviewed 14 months of cash counts from January 2016 to February 2017. We also 

performed unannounced physical cash counts with the cashier, interviewed the cashier, and reviewed 

supporting documentation related to the cash count. 

• Fuel. We performed a physical existence test for the 9 vehicles listed in the Vehicle Management 

Information System (VMIS) and sampled 4 months of fuel logs each for 4 vehicles. We verified receipts to 

logs and entries in VMIS and receipts to credit card statements. 
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• International Cooperative Administrative Support Services (ICASS). We compared the ICASS invoice 

to the ICASS agreement to ensure that the agreement was in compliance with Peace Corps policy for 

allowable cost centers.  

• Personal Service Contractor and Lease Payments. We sampled 5 of 13 leases and 5 of 57 PSC contracts 

to determine that the payment made on the disbursement report matched the contracts. In addition, we 

reviewed documentation related to the contract files. We also reviewed PSC security certifications for 18 of 

the PSCs. The lease sample was selected based on the contract prices, purpose of the lease contract, and 

whether the contract was active. The PSC contracts were chosen based on the position of the employee and 

variations in the contract payments.  

• Medical Inventory and Transactions. We performed medical inventory for 100 percent of the controlled, 

and specially designated substances and sampled five disposal records. We conducted additional sampling 

for the medical transactions in our review of non-cash payments and cash/credit card transactions. 

• Volunteer Payments. We selected a small judgmental sample of 30 of 36392 transactions to determine if 

the living allowances paid to Volunteers were consistent with the authorized amount. We also reconciled 

the collections for overpayments made to Volunteers when they terminated their service early. We 

reviewed living allowance payments for 30 of 364 Volunteers who terminated early between October 2011 

and March 2017. We compared the Volunteer payments from the disbursement and calculated the 

collection amount based on the Volunteer’s termination date. We reviewed the BOCs and readjustment 

allowance reports to determine if the collections were complete and accurate. 

• Grants. We selected 14 of 57 grant reports (from FY 2011 to FY 2017) and reviewed the disbursement 

report, Peace Corps Grants Online report, project completion reports, and the project receipts. We also 

reviewed BOCs when the amount spent on the grant projects was less than the disbursed grant amount. 

• Personal Property and Vehicles. We performed a physical existence test for 20 out of 225 personal 

property items inventoried in the Sunflower inventory tracking system in addition to the nine vehicles listed 

in the VMIS system. We also interviewed the general service manager regarding separation of duties for 

inventorying personal property. 

• Credit Card and Other Transactions. We sampled 38 transactions that were not paid by credit cards and 

15 credit card transactions. The 53 payments include transactions from imprest payments, medical, travel, 

trainings, conferences, maintenance, and general expenses. The transactions were selected because they 

were unusual, exceeded $3,000 USDE, or had extensive use of vendors.  

In addition, we reviewed the BOC report that had a universe of 1,763 collections. Our BOCs 

review consisted of the following: 

• Long Outstanding. Based on the BOC report, we calculated 180 outstanding collections over 30 days. At 

the post, we reviewed 80 outstanding BOCs and interviewed staff about collection steps they had taken. 

• Value Added Taxes and Host Country Contribution. We reviewed the BOC report and the questionnaire 

responses from the post and the budget office to determine if the post host country contribution was paid in 

accordance with the country agreement. In addition, we reviewed nine Value Added Tax refund claims. 

• Voids. We reviewed 38 of 93 voided BOCs and the supporting documentation to determine if the voids 

were correctly voided and rebilled if necessary.  

• Auction Sales. We reviewed five BOCs that had been created for auction sales from FY 15 and FY 16. 
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• General Testing. We requested a sample of 80 BOCs including VAT, HCC, open, and general collections, 

but did not receive all of them. We reviewed about 38 and tested a sample of 11 transactions. Our sample 

was based on large USDE amounts, unusual transactions, grants, Volunteer billings, and 

training/conference expenses. We reviewed the supporting documentation to determine if the BOCs were 

accurately recorded, created timely, properly obligated, and adequately collected. 

USE OF COMPUTER-PROCESSED DATA 

The Government Accountability Office’s “Assessing the Reliability of Computer-Processed 

Data” defines reliability to mean that the data is reasonably complete, accurate, meets its 

intended purpose, and is not subject to inappropriate alteration.  

During our audit, we relied on data extracted from the Peace Corps’ financial system. We 

conducted limited accuracy testing of this data. During our sample testing, outlined in the 

methodology section above, we compared the financial system data to underlying source 

documentation to ensure consistency. We did not identify any discrepancies between the 

financial system data and the source documents reviewed. We did not test to ensure that the 

universe of data provided to us was complete. 

However, our office uses independent auditors to annually audit the agency’s financial 

statements. These auditors have determined that the financial statements were free from material 

misstatements and our auditors did not identify any material weaknesses in internal controls 

surrounding the financial statements. Therefore, in our professional judgement, we determined 

that the data was sufficiently reliable for the purposes of this report. 

REVIEW OF INTERNAL CONTROLS 

Internal controls relate to management’s plans, methods, and procedures used to meet their 

mission, goals, and objectives. We took steps to assess internal controls related to the Peace 

Corps’ overseas financial and administrative operations. For example, we reviewed the Peace 

Corps “Overseas Financial Management Handbook” and interviewed key individuals on roles 

and processes related to disbursements and collections. Further, we met with Peace Corps 

management overseas and at headquarters who were responsible for oversight of post operations. 

We note any issues we identified during our fieldwork in the “Audit Results” section of this 

report. Our recommendations, if implemented, should improve the agency’s overseas financial 

and administrative operations.   
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APPENDIX B: LIST OF ACRONYMS 

 

APC Agency Program Coordinator 

BOC Bill of Collection 

BWP Botswana Pula 

CD Country Director 

CUG Cashier User Guide 

DMO Director of Management and Operations 

FA Financial Assistant 

FMO Financial Management Officer 

FSC Financial Services Center 

FSN Foreign Service National 

FY Fiscal Year 

GAP Global Accounts Payable 

GOB Government of Botswana 

HCC Host Country Contribution 

ICASS International Cooperative Administrative Support Services 

MS Peace Corps Manual Section 

OCFO Office of the Chief Financial Officer 

OFMH Overseas Financial Management Handbook 

OIG Office of Inspector General 

PCGO Peace Corps Grants Online 

PSC Personal Service Contractor 

RSO Regional Security Officer 

USDE United States Dollar Equivalent 

USDH United States Direct Hire 

VAT Value Added Tax 

VMIS Vehicle Management Information System 

VSR Vehicle Status Report 
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APPENDIX C: CRITERIA USED TO SUPPORT ISSUES IN THE 

REPORT 

FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS

STANDARDS FOR INTERNAL CONTROL IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

The Government Accountability Office (GAO)’s Standards for Internal Control in the Federal 

Government (GAO-14-704G) 

Section OV2.24 Safeguarding of Assets: A subset of the three categories of objectives is the safeguarding 

of assets. Management designs an internal control system to provide reasonable assurance regarding 

prevention or prompt detection and correction of unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of an entity’s 

assets. 

PEACE CORPS REQUIREMENTS

PEACE CORPS MANUAL SECTION (MS) 

MS 760.7.2 Cashier  

The cashier is personally responsible for the safeguarding, control, disbursement, and accountability of 

imprest funds. 

Specific responsibilities include: 

(a) Disbursing funds consistent with federal and agency requirements;

(b) Ensuring that all payments are properly documented;

(c) Performing daily imprest reconciliation; and

(d) Monitoring the level and adequacy of the fund.

Each cashier is personally accountable and responsible for the imprest fund until proper and acceptable 

accounting is made to the USDO who advanced the funds, to another cashier, or person authorized to 

accept the funds. 

MS 760.13.3 Interim Advances 

Interim advances, which should be tightly controlled, may be made by the cashier to staff who have been 

authorized by the Country Director or his/her designee to receive cash from the cashier to make cash 

purchases. 

Peace Corps Trainees, Volunteers, or staff may receive an interim advance to make a cash purchase when it 

meets the requirements for payment. 

MS 760.5.2 Combination to the Safe 

The cashier must personally set the combination to the safe. The Embassy Regional Security Officer (RSO) 

or technician assisting with the changing of the combination is not authorized to set or know the 

combination of the safe. The cashier must memorize the lock combination for the safe and provide a copy 
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of the combination in a sealed envelope to the Embassy RSO as directed below in Section 5.7 Emergency 

Access to Funds. The cashier may not write down the combination for any other reason. The combination 

should be changed at least annually, whenever there is a change in cashiers, or whenever the combination 

becomes known to a person other than the cashier. 

MS 743a.8.2 Procedures Security Certification for PSCs 

For all host country resident PSCs contracted for 260 work days or more, the Contracting Officer must ask 

the Regional Security Officer (RSO) or his or her designee to conduct a background investigation (as per 

12 FAM 422.4, 19, 20) of the proposed PSC prior to executing the contract. If completion of the 

appropriate investigation will be delayed, the Contracting Officer must obtain a temporary security 

certification from the RSO before execution of the Personal Services Contract. The CD must request re-

certification of a continuously employed PSC every five years in accordance with 12 FAM 420. 

Documentation of the security certification will be filed in the individual PSCs contract file at post. At 

those posts where there is no U.S. Mission or no resident RSO (or RSO Foreign Service National 

Investigator), a post must follow the procedures outlined in section 8.3. 

MS 743a.8.3 Procedures Suitability for Short-term PSCs  

Prior to executing a Personal Services Contract with a host country resident for a contractual term of 

service of fewer than 260 work days (short-term PSC), the following administrative process must be 

completed and documented. The Contracting Officer must ensure that: 

(a) an appropriate check with relevant law enforcement entities concerning the proposed contractor is 

completed and documented; 

(b) the appropriate reference and previous employment checks are conducted; 

(c) the proposed contractor’s name is submitted to the U.S. Embassy for Embassy Name Checks (no 

exterior checks); and 

(d) the Contracting Officer must review this information prior to contract execution. 

This administrative process must be repeated every three years for any short-term PSC contracting with 

Peace Corps on a recurring basis. Documentation of the Peace Corps generated security certification for 

short-term PSCs must be filed in the individual PSCs contract file at post. Should any derogatory 

information be developed in the course of a Peace Corps generated employment suitability certification for 

short-term PSCs, the case must be referred to the RSO for final adjudication before contract execution. 

MS 743a.8.4 Procedures Intelligence Background Information Certification 

Personal Services Contractors are subject to the policy and eligibility standards set forth in Peace Corps 

Manual Section 611 concerning eligibility of applicants with intelligence backgrounds. Individuals who 

have prior connections with intelligence activities through employment, related work, or even family 

relations may be ineligible for a personal services contract depending upon whether they meet the 

eligibility requirements set forth in Manual Section 611. Prospective PSCs are required to complete the 

Intelligence Background form provided as Attachment A to Manual Section 611, in addition to being 

certified through the appropriate security clearance process. Prospective PSCs who are uncertain as to 

whether to answer yes or no to the questions set forth in Attachment A should contact the Post Contracting 

Officer for additional information or guidance. The Post Contracting Officer, in turn, may consult with the 

Office of the General Counsel, as appropriate. If the PSC responds in the affirmative on the Intelligence 

Background Certification, the Contracting Officer must contact the Office of General the Counsel for 

review and decision regarding suitability for contracting. 
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MS 731.3.1 

It is the policy of the Peace Corps for employees to use a bank issued credit card (Purchase Card) for the 

purchase of goods and services to the maximum extent practicable in accordance with the guidance in this 

Manual Section and the implementing procedures. 

MS 731.7.0 Reconciling and Reallocating the Monthly Statement of Account 

If the monthly statement of account is not electronically submitted through the Electronic Card 

Management System within eight business days after the close of the monthly billing cycle, it is 

automatically closed (Auto-Closed) by the system. Any transactions that were not electronically reallocated 

will have to be processed by the Designated Billing Office. 

The APC will track offenses on Cardholder's accounts that are automatically closed by the Electronic Card 

Management System. If a Cardholder's statement of account is Auto-Closed twice within a fiscal year, the 

APC must issue a memo noting this fact to the Cardholder and Approving Official. If a Cardholder's 

statement of account is Auto-Closed three times within the fiscal year, the delegation of authority may be 

rescinded and the card revoked. 

MS 221. 5.8 Partial Payment for Close of Service Volunteers 

Payments for close-of-service Volunteers must be adjusted before the final payment is authorized to ensure 

that the living allowance payments cover only the number of days the Volunteer served. In those cases 

where the termination date of an early termination is known in advance, calculation of the final living 

allowance payment must also be adjusted to cover through the last day of service. Where information is not 

known in advance, the overpayment must be collected from the Volunteer or deducted from the 

Volunteer’s Readjustment Allowance. (See MS 223, Volunteer/Trainee Readjustment Allowance). 

OVERSEAS FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK 

OFMH 13.24.1 Responsibility for Verification and Required Frequency 

It is critical that imprest funds be monitored carefully, to assure that all funds are accounted for. Therefore, 

frequent verifications are required, as follows: 

Daily 

The Cashier is required to do a daily 365 reconciliation. Per the FSC Cashier User Guide, Cashiers must 

save these reconciliation documents (365, 99 – including supplemental 99 spreadsheets, FOR Post Cash-

on-hand) electronically, or in paper, for two months. 

OFMH 13.18.2 Interim Advances 

Peace Corps Trainees, Volunteers, or staff may receive an interim advance to make a cash purchase when it 

is more economical or expeditious than making the payment by U. S. Government check or EFT. PSCs 

who receive Interim Advances are acting as Occasional Money Holders, see OFMH 13.18.3. 

This interim cash advance must be supported by a copy of the authorized purchase document, and 

liquidated (accounted for) within three (3) working days. The recipient of the funds is personally 

accountable for the funds until they are accounted for (with receipts or funds are returned). 

The cashier should liquidate the advances within three (3) working days after issuance by obtaining copies 

of original receipts or other confirmation of use from the individual(s) to whom the funds were advanced. 

Unused cash must be returned to the cashier, with the receipts documenting the purchase. The cashier will 
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then mark the interim receipt "Void" and return it to the person who received the advance. The receipts and 

the authorized purchase document are processed as a regular cashier disbursement… 

OFMH 13.5 Beginning Cashiering Operations 

 … 

Cashier: 

1. Set the combination to the safe. If necessary, consult the Embassy Security Officer or similar official for 

training and assistance. 

2. Hand carry the combination in a sealed, signed, and dated envelope to the U. S. Embassy Security Officer 

or, where there is no Embassy, to an appropriate U. S. Government Official to secure in an approved safe… 

OFMH 7.2.1 Billing Steps 

 . . . 

For internal control reasons, BOCs are entered as soon as it is known that Peace Corps will be receiving 

funds, even if the exact amount is not known (for example, HCC or VAT). It is very important that this Bill 

be entered in FOR Post at the moment it is identified. 

OFMH 7.2.2 Bill of Collection Review 

 … 

As needed, the Billing Officer must: 

• Coordinate with the Cashier (collections officer) to receive and file: 

o Copies of the General Receipt 

o Cashier Voids 

• Review the FOR Post “Outstanding Collections” report when clearing staff whose contracts are terminating 

or when they are departing Post for another assignment 

• Review the FOR Post “Outstanding Collections” report at the end of service for Volunteers . . . 

Monthly, the Billing Officer must: 

1. Reconcile the BOC Log (from FOR Post) with the Billing Files. 

• Review outstanding BOCs in the FP BOC Log and compare to the Billing Files. 

• Review outstanding BOCs in the Billing Files and compare to the FP BOC Log. 

• Follow-up with the Cashier Supervisor if any discrepancies are found. 

 2. Review and follow-up on outstanding BOCs. Run the FOR Post “Outstanding Collections” report. 

Follow the steps below for BOCs outstanding 30, 60, or 90 days. 

• After 30 days - Prepare a letter to be signed by DMO, stating that the bill is now overdue. If the debtor is 

staff, also state that if it is not cleared in another 30 days, the debtor’s supervisor will be notified. Debtor 
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may not receive new interim or travel advances. Attach a copy of the original Bill of Collection to the letter 

and issue to the debtor. Attach a copy of the letter to the file copy of the Bill of Collection. 

• After 60 days - Notify the debtor’s supervisor (only for staff). Prepare a stronger letter to be signed by CD

saying that if it is not cleared in another 30 days, the Billing Officer and Director of Management and

Operations will contact PC/HQ for further steps. Attach a copy of the original Bill of Collection to the letter

and issue to the debtor. Attach a copy of the letter to the file copy of the Bill of Collection.

• After 90 days – The Billing Officer and DMO should review. If Post determines that they should keep the

debt longer, they should contact their GAP FMO, providing details and estimated time needed to collect. If

Post determines that they will not be able to collect the debt, they should: . . . . 

OFMH 7.2.3 Cashier Void of BOC 

… 

Approval 

The DMO must approve all BOC Voids via Approve > BOC Voids menu option. DMOs 

will be alerted of BOC Voids awaiting approval on the Home Page Messages. 

Before approving a Void, the DMO must ensure that: 1) the re-entry has already been 

entered, or 2) that he/she sees the duplicate, or 3) that he/she understands the reason if it 

is voided for any other reason. If the duplicate or re-entry is for a different amount, an 

explanation is needed. The DMO should also ensure that the documentation is sufficient 

for someone else to clearly understand the Void. 

OFMH 66.1 General Processing Time 

The Office of Global Accounts Payable is responsible for processing payments in a timely manner, 

normally within 5 days of receipt, to comply with federal standards and audit requirements. Therefore, it is 

very important that vouchers are complete and accurate when they are submitted for processing. 

If there is a question or the information in incorrect and/or incomplete, GAP voucher examiners contact the 

submitting post to request missing information or obtain clarification. In the case of travel, GAP will 

process the voucher based on the information provided and recommend that a second, re-claim voucher be 

submitted with the added information/clarification for items we are unable to pay. 

CASHIER USER GUIDE 

CUG 4.5 Documentation Management 

Documentation management refers to the organization and maintenance of cashiering operation folders and 

cashier folders. Document management is a key measure in ensuring internal controls and cash 

management procedures are maintained. Folders should be organized logically to facilitate accessing 

information immediately. Disorganized handling of the documents and folders should not be tolerated.  

Post FMO, MO, or U.S. citizen cashier supervisor must establish file cabinets or drawers to maintain the 

cashier file folders. The filing cabinets to include the file folders must be neat and well-organized. Cashier 

documents and folders should not be stacked in piles on the cashier desks, bookshelves, or floor… 
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The FMO, MO, or U.S. citizen cashier supervisor should routinely make unannounced visits to the cashier 

office to ensure that the folders and documents are being properly maintained. 

VEHICLE FLEET MANAGEMENT GUIDE 

2.7 Vehicle Status Reports (VSRs) 

The Vehicle Status Report (VSR) is used to track and report essential information about each vehicle and to 

document any changes in the vehicle’s status. The VSR must accurately reflect each vehicle’s operational 

data (usage, fuel, and maintenance) for the entire fiscal year (10-1 through 9-30). The VSR should include 

all active vehicles and vehicles disposed of during the fiscal year since fuel and maintenance expenses were 

incurred. The accuracy and completeness of this data/report is crucial as it will be uploaded directly into the 

agency’s annual fleet report for use by PC, GSA, DOE, Congress and the general public in the form of the 

FY13 Federal Fleet Report. 

PEACE CORPS SMALL GRANTS PROGRAM STAFF HANDBOOK 

Reporting Requirements and Records Management, II. Post Level Records Management 

… 

The following materials comprise a complete small grant project file: 

• Application (revised versions as well as the final submission)

• Final report

• Signature pages

• Transfer of responsibility form (if applicable)

• Budget amendments

• Original liability forms

• Project agreements

• Post-level agreements

• Reports and evaluations

• Financial documents

• Authorization memos

• Donor lists

• Waivers (from country director and/or Peace Corps headquarters, if applicable) • Country fund

authorization memos (if applicable)

• Significant communication

Roles and Responsibilities, II. Peace Corps Posts, C. Small Grants Coordinator 

The small grants coordinator is responsible for the day-to-day administration of grant projects at post. The 

coordinator serves as the primary grant program contact at each post for Volunteers, other post staff, and 

Peace Corps/headquarters grant program support staff. The coordinator stays abreast of program 

requirements and guidance and ensures that the post’s policies, procedures, and approved grants are 

consistent with such guidance…  
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Specific duties include the following: 

… 

• Financial management of grant funds

• Funding balances: In coordination with the administrative unit, track grant

spending and available funds by grant program and by funding areas (e.g., by

SPA program element).

• Work with administrative unit to ensure financial processing of approved grants…
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APPENDIX D: AGENCY RESPONSE TO THE PRELIMINARY 

REPORT 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Kathy Buller, Inspector General 

Through: Anne Hughes, Chief Compliance Officer  

From:   Tim Hartman, Acting Regional Director, Africa Operations 

Elizabeth O’Malley, Country Director, Peace Corps/Botswana 

Date: August 13, 2018 

CC: Michelle Brooks, Chief of Staff 

Kathy Stroker, Deputy Chief Executive Officer 

Patrick Young, Associate Director, Global Operations 

Robert Shanks, General Counsel 

Martha Dye, Associate General Counsel 

Richard Swarttz, Chief Financial Officer 

Shawn Bardwell, Associate Director, Safety and Security 

Angela Kissel, Compliance Officer 

Joaquin Ferrao, Deputy Inspector General 

Judith Leonhardt, AIG/Audit  

Julie Burns, Chief of Operations, Africa Operations 

Allison Lange, Regional Security Advisor, Africa Operations  

Adam Stalczynskli, Chief Administrative Officer, Africa Operations 

Colin Williams, Director of Management and Operations, PC/Botswana 

Subject: Preliminary Report on the Program Audit of Peace Corps/ Botswana (Project No. 

17-AUD-05)

Enclosed please find the Agency’s response to the recommendations made by the Inspector 

General for Peace Corps/ Botswana as outlined in the Preliminary Report on the Audit of Peace 

Corps/ Botswana (Project No. 17-AUD-05) given to the agency on June 27, 2018.   

The Region and the Post concur with the recommendations and have provided closing 

documentation for 1 of the 25 recommendations. Post will work to address the remaining 

recommendations by the set target dates.  
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Recommendation 1 

That the country director and the director of management and operations ensure cashiers 

are performing daily cash counts according to policy. 

Concur 

Response: Senior leadership at post has addressed this issue with the cashier. Post will submit 

daily cash counts for July 2018, August, 2018, and September 2018 demonstrating the cash 

count is performed daily in compliance with agency policy. Following this period the director of 

management and operations will make weekly spot checks to ensure behavior change continues. 

Documents to be Submitted: 

• Email to primary and alternate cashiers to remind them of the agency policy  

• Daily cash counts for July, August and September 2018 

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 

 

Recommendation 2  

That the director of management and operations ensure that the cashiers keep daily cash 

count records and supporting documents for two months after their creation. 

Concur 

Response:  

Post will ensure the cashiers are aware of their duty to keep daily cash count records. Post will 

also continue to follow Records Disposition DAA-GRS-2013-0003-0001 [GRS 1.1, item 010] 

that requires retention of Imprest Reconciliation documents at Post for one year after the end of 

the fiscal year in which the daily cash count record was created.  

 Documents to be Submitted:  

• Two months of daily cash count records  

• Email to staff regarding the daily cash count record requirement  

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 
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Recommendation 3 

That the director of management and operations monitor employees receiving cash 

advances to ensure advances are only given to authorized individuals. 

Concur 

Response:  

Post has significantly improved the oversight and compliance of interim cash advances in FY 

2018. Post will provide a report of Cleared Advances generated by FOR Post to show the date 

issued, date cleared, and recipient going back to FOR Post Web implementation in October 

2017.  The director of management and operations will share an email to all staff reinforcing the 

required interim cash advance policy. The country director will also review the policy during 

quarterly unannounced cash counts and advise supervisors on inclusion in performance 

appraisals. 

Documents to be Submitted: 

• Report of Cleared Advances

• Email to staff concerning interim cash advance

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 

Recommendation 4 

That the director of management and operations work together with the cashier to collect 

all overdue interim advances. 

Concur 

Response:  

Post has significantly improved the oversight and compliance of interim cash advances in FY 

2018. Post will provide a report of Cleared Advances generated by FOR Post to show the date 

issued, date cleared, and recipient going back to FOR Post Web implementation in October 

2017. The director of management and operations will send an email to all staff reinforcing the 

required interim cash advance policy. Supervisors and the country director will be informed of 

late clearance of cash advances. 

Documents to be Submitted: 

• Report of Cleared Advances

• Email to staff concerning interim cash advance

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 
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Recommendation 5 

That the country director and the director of management and operations ensure that 

unannounced cash counts are performed each month on a random basis. 

Concur  

Response:  

Post will uplaod to the shared folder the FY 2018 unannounced cash count records submitted to 

GAP and FSC. These will show random unannounced cash counts performed monthly by the 

director of management and operations and quarterly counts performed by the Country Director. 

Documents to be Submitted: 

• FY 2018 unannounced cash count records

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 

Recommendation 6 

That the cashier supervisor direct the cashier to organize the cashier office and routinely 

make unannounced visits to ensure that the folders and documents are being properly 

maintained. 

Concur 

Response:  

The cashier’s office organization has improved greatly over the past year. Procurement and 

installation of new, USDO-approved cash containers for the primary and alternate cashiers 

necessitated moving the cashiering office to the office’s lower level. The new office has also 

provided an opportunity for additional filing space and the disposal of old records according to 

the Record File Plan disposition dates.   

Documents to be Submitted: 

• Photo of new cashier’s office

• Outline of the new filing structure

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 
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Recommendation 7 

That the country director ensure that the cashier provides the Peace Corps safe 

combination to the U.S. Embassy’s regional security officer and that the cashier does so in 

accordance with policy. 

Concur  

Response:  

Post corrected this finding in March 2018 with the procurement and installation of two new safes 

for the primary and alternate cashiers. These new containers have a changeable spinning 

combination lock, and the RSO received a set of keys and the combination in a sealed envelope 

for each safe. The next due date for changing the safe combinations and providing new sealed 

envelopes to the RSO is March 2019 and Outlook calendar reminders are set for cashier and 

director of management and operations. 

Documents to be Submitted: 

• Email from the RSO confirming combinations on file and date of receipt. 

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 

 

Recommendation 8 

That the director of management and operations ensure that the billing officer complies 

with policy to issue bills of collection as soon as the amount is due to the Peace Corps, even 

if the exact amount is unknown. 

Concur  

Response:  

Post has corrected this practice and email communication to finance staff will reinforce this 

practice and correct what has been a gap in knowledge and oversight. Collections are now 

created on the same day the debt is identified. After the corrected collection is created and the 

amounts are verified, the initial collection is voided by the cashier. The new collection number is 

referenced in the For Post Void Approval comment box. 

Documents to be Submitted:  

• Example Bills of Collection from FY2018  

• Communication identifying when BOC amount was due 

• Email to staff about BOC policy  

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 
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Recommendation 9 

That the director of management and operations monitor the bills of collection reports and 

follow the Peace Corps policy in collecting all debts over 30 days old, in accordance with 

OFMH 7.2.2. 

Concur 

Response:  

Post has been working with CFO/GAP and post’s supervisory financial management officer in 

FY2018 to clear old collections from the bill of collection log. The billing officer now provides 

weekly reminders for each pending collection, and supervisors are engaged prior to the 30-day 

deadline. Unannounced cash count check list provides additional institutionalization of this 

improvement. 

Documents to be Submitted: 

• Botswana Bill of Collection FOR Post Log Report for a 90 day period, July-

September 2018.  

• Letter template from director of management and operations at 30-day deadline 

• Letter template from the country director at 60-days   

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 

 

Recommendation 10 

That the director of management and operations take steps to ensure that staff is 

maintaining appropriate documentation for all bills of collection. 

Concur  

Response:  

The director of management and operations has trained the billing officer on the required 

documentation for collections. Follow-up will be through DMO review of each bill of collection 

prior to approval. 

Documents to be Submitted: 

• Email from the director of management and operations to the Billing Officer and 

finance team to reinforce OFMH 7.2.1/2/3 and 7.3.1. 

• Example review of a bill of collection  

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 
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Recommendation 11 

That the country director and the director of management and operations establish a 

formal procedure to ensure that all expenditures subject to value added tax refunds are 

claimed and collected from the Government of Botswana revenue authorities. 

Concur  

Response: 

Post will create and implement standardized procedures for finance staff to follow to request and 

obtain a valid VAT invoice from landlords prior to processing subsequent office rental payments. 

Documents to be Submitted: 

• New SOP for VAT collections

• Email to staff on the new SOP

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 

Recommendation 12 

That the director of management and operations establish a procedure to ensure that all 

refunds of value added tax paid from the host country contribution are allocated to post-

specific funds to support in-country operations. 

Concur  

Response:  

Post will provide and implement a standardized procedure and collection documents that show 

VAT claims for rent paid by HCC are returned to post-specific fund and not an agency-wide 

fund. 

Documents to be Submitted 

• SOP, VAT claims

• Email to staff on SOP

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 
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Recommendation 13 

That the director of management and operations formalize procedures to account for and 

reconcile generator fuel purchases. 

Concur  

Response:  

Post will provide a standardized fuel procedure and payment documentation to a vendor for 

generator maintenance. This will include the actual amount of the maintenance fill-up. The 

general services assistant will be responsible for tracking the date and quantity of each service. 

Documents to be Submitted: 

• SOP, Fuel Purchases  

• Proof of Vendor payment  

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 

 

Recommendation 14 

That the director of management and operations enhance the controls over verification of 

the Vehicle Management Information System to ensure the accuracy of entries. 

Concur  

Response:  

Post will create a standardized procedure to cross-check the fuel and maintenance receipts in 

VMIS each week during weekly vehicle usage logs conducted by the director of management 

and operations. The VMIS Fuel Economy and Vehicle Status Reports will be reviewed at the end 

of each month. This is to ensure fuel and maintenance entries are present for each vehicle with 

random checks matching fuel receipts and any discrepancies will be investigated. 

Documents to be Submitted: 

• Example VMIS Fuel Economy and Vehicle Status Reports 

• SOP, Fuel Maintenance  

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 
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Recommendation 15 

That the country director ensure that security re-certifications are properly maintained for 

the post’s long-term personal service contractors per Peace Corps policy, including the 

Foreign Service nationals. 

Concur  

Response:  

The director of management and operations has improved training and oversight of security 

certifications in OdyWeb, and the human resources assistant request interim clearances for 

contractors that have reached their five-year clearance renewal date in OdyWeb. All contractors 

now have a current interim or permanent clearance on file. 

Documents to be Submitted: 

• Q4 FY2018 security certifications from OdyWeb  

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 

 

Recommendation 16 

That the director of management and operations provide intelligence background forms 

for all personal service contractors to the office of safety and security. 

Concur  

Response:  

The director of management and operations and the human resources assistant have completed 

an audit of files uploaded to OSS in OdyWeb and missing intelligence background forms have 

been added. 

Documents to be Submitted:  

• Letter from OSS will be provided confirming all personal services contractors 

have an intelligence background form on file in OdyWeb. 

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 
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Recommendation 17 

That the director of management and operations ensure that the financial unit adheres to 

the small grants handbook and participates in the financial management of grants. 

Concur  

Response:  

Small grant coordination responsibilities have been assigned to post’s volunteer support 

assistant. This position is directly supervised by the director of management and operations. This 

position will receive training on small grants management with PC Namibia in November 2018. 

Documents to be Submitted:  

• Post’s grant workflow showing the participation and oversight of the finance unit 

in grant management 

• Training itinerary for finance unit’s Small Grants Coordinator. 

• Report showing all small grants, dates closed, and volunteer departure date. 

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 

 

Recommendation 18 

That the country director impress upon all staff with delegated signature authority that it 

is their responsibility to ensure that all vouchers are prepared correctly, and necessary 

corrections are made in a timely manner. 

Concur  

Response:  

The country director will advise delegates of their responsibilities in a staff meeting, and work 

with the director of management and operations to consistently use the CFO/GAP payment 

voucher checklist. The director of management and operations has committed to post’s 

supervisory financial management officer that post will respond to all inquiries and request 

before the end of the next business day. 

Documents to be Submitted:  

• Email from the country director to all delegated voucher approvers  

• Staff meeting agenda and minutes 

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 
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Recommendation 19 

That the country director request training from the Office of the Chief Financial 

Officer/Global Accounts Payable for all administrative staff involved in processing 

vouchers for payments. 

Concur  

Response: 

Post received training from CFO/GAP on properly creating and supporting a travel voucher and 

will request additional training for payment vouchers in general. 

Documents to be Submitted:  

• Training agenda and participant list  

• Emails requesting and confirming training 

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 

 

Recommendation 20 

That the director of management and operations work with the chief financial 

officer/global accounts payable to ensure post administrative staff involved in voucher 

processing receive guidance and training to identify questionable and prohibited expenses 

per policy. 

Concur  

Response:  

Post will review the OFMH questionable and prohibited expenses section and request training 

support from CFO/GAP.   

Documents to be Submitted:  

• Training agenda and participant list  

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 
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Recommendation 21 

That the director of management and operations ensure credit card transactions are 

correctly and timely reconciled and then timely approve all credit card statements to 

prevent auto-closure. 

Concur  

Response:  

The director of management and operations has set reminders for card holders to submit 

statements by the 10th of each month to ensure statement review and approval before the auto-

close date. Card holders are complying with required deadlines and maintaining accurate 

purchase and travel card logs. 

Documents to be Submitted:  

• Email communication from the director of management and operations to all 

government credit card holders to reinforce the statement submission policy.  

• Screenshots of Citibank statements over six months with on-time approval  

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 

 

Recommendation 22 

That the Office of the Chief Financial Officer ensure that current policies are applied to 

track all auto-closures and revoke credit cards as needed. 

Response: 

The Agency Program Coordinator now reviews all card accounts monthly for any auto-closed 

accounts and follows up with cardholders and approvers. If a statement has auto-closed, the APC 

reviews the individual cardholder account to see if there were any other auto-close events in the 

past fiscal year and takes action in accordance with Agency policy.  

Documents Submitted:  

• A sample of three emails to approver with memorandum for auto-close follow up 

from APC 

Status and Timeline for Completion: August 2018 
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Recommendation 23 

That the director of management of operations make every attempt in accordance with 

policy to recover the overpaid allowances and reimburse those Volunteers from whom 

funds were over-collected. 

Concur  

Response:  

The director of management and operations has implemented a system to show a breakdown of 

collections on each VICA statement pertaining to each separated volunteer. Excess collections 

are then paid to the PCV’s US dollar bank account via EFT.  

Documents to be Submitted: 

• Copies of collections for overpaid allowances from PCVs

• Liquidations for over-collected allowances to PCVs

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 

Recommendation 24 

That the director of management of operations ensure that living allowance overpayments 

are collected prior to the Volunteer departing post or the funds are deducted from the 

Volunteer’s readjustment allowance. 

Concur  

Response:  

Post works with CFO/VPS to process collections from readjustment allowance if the volunteer is 

unavailable at post or does not have sufficient local currency to cover their debt. Supporting 

documents and calculations are provided to CFO/VPS. 

Documents to be Submitted: 

• Copies of collections for overpaid allowances from PCVs

• OdyWeb screenshots showing the Volunteer’s departure or separation date

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 
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Recommendation 25 

That the director of management and operations ensure that departed Volunteers’ bank 

accounts are closed by conducting periodic reviews of their bank statements and contacting 

the bank to verify account closures, and collect any remaining funds. 

Concur  

Response:  

Closing the volunteer’s bank account is a required step at termination checkout. For those 

volunteers separated away from Post, a power of attorney form is signed by the volunteer to 

allow staff to close the bank account on their behalf. Transactions are scanned and emailed to the 

volunteer along with a receipt for funds applied by the cashier to outstanding collections. 

Documents to be Submitted: 

• Volunteer Termination checklists showing the required bank statement received

upon account closure.

Status and Timeline for Completion: October 2018 
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APPENDIX E: OIG COMMENTS 

Management concurred with all 25 recommendations. The 25 recommendations remain open 

pending a copy of documentation listed in the agency’s response. 

In its response, management described actions it is taking or intends to take to address the issues 

that prompted each of our recommendations. We wish to note that, in closing recommendations, 

we are not certifying that the region or post has taken these actions or that we have reviewed 

their effect. Certifying compliance and verifying effectiveness are management’s 

responsibilities. However, when we feel it is warranted, we may conduct a follow-up review to 

confirm that action has been taken and to evaluate the impact.
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APPENDIX F: AUDIT COMPLETION AND OIG CONTACT 

AUDIT COMPLETION This audit was conducted under the direction of Assistant 

Inspector General for Audit Judy Leonhardt by Lead Auditor 

Rebecca Underhill and Program Analyst A’Daris McNeese. 

Additional support provided by Auditor Ann Lawrence.  

OIG CONTACT If you wish to comment on the quality or usefulness of this 

report to help us strengthen our product, please contact 

Assistant Inspector General for Audit Judy Leonhardt at 

jleonhardt@peacecorps.gov or 202.692.2914. 

mailto:jleonhardt@peacecorps.gov


Help Promote the Integrity, Efficiency, and 

Effectiveness of the Peace Corps 

Anyone knowing of wasteful practices, abuse, mismanagement, 

fraud, or unlawful activity involving Peace Corps programs or 

personnel should call or write the Office of Inspector General. 

Reports or complaints can also be made anonymously. 
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U.S./International: 202.692.2915 

Toll-Free (U.S. only): 800.233.5874 

Email: OIG@peacecorps.gov 

Online Reporting Tool:  peacecorps.gov/OIG/ContactOIG 

Mail: Peace Corps Office of Inspector General 

P.O. Box 57129 

Washington, D.C. 20037-7129 

For General Information: 

Main Office: 202.692.2900 

Website: peacecorps.gov/OIG 

Twitter: twitter.com/PCOIG 
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